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In the first century B.C., Titus l4acous Plautus, a Roman dramatist, 
presented a contemporary view of insanity in his comedy, the 14enaechmi. 
In Aotus V, his prinoipal character, Menaechmus, feigns insani ty. A 
doctor is summoned, who questions Menaeohmus about his symptoms. He 
quires whether Menaechmus has drunk light or dark wine, whether his 
eyes are hard, whether his innards make noise, whether he sleeps soundly, 
eto. He suggests a therapy of hellebore and physical ooeroion. In 
the hundred or so lines~ it is interesting to note the similarity of 
the conoepts expressed by Plautus with that of the introspective school 
of psychology in reoent years; that is, a systematio analysis of experienoe 
by the individual who examines himself in retrospect wi tit the aid of 
the inquirer in all pertinent aspeots concerning the possible nature 
of his ailment. 2 
This remarkable similarity raises a question of how the ancient 
Greeks and Romans arrived at their ooncepts of the mind and of mental 
disorders. .It would appear tha t this field must have been developed 
through a long evolutionary system as had other aspeots of Greek and 
Roman thought, due to the comprehensive and "logical" trea"bnmt of the 
subjeot. 
Due to the time span and 'the number of individuals involved, we 
shall have to limit this treatment to the more significant thoughts and 
ideas trom the or:i.gins of this questj on to the great Roman physioian, 
Galen of Pergwmum, in traoing this evolution. 
1 100. oi t" .lotus V, 11. 890-956. 
2 John C. Flugel, A Hundred Years of PsyoholoYll (New York, 1964), 
p. 197. 
2 
We shall see that mental disorders were identified as a olass of 
physical disorders; at first, because philosophers held that all things 
arose from the physioal elements; and later, bocause th~ were felt to 
be derived from an imbalanoe of physical things. Hence, insofar as these 
two (i.e., physical and mental disorders) are so intimately related, 
-it is suffioient to examine the various concepts of the physical nature 
of the universe as related to the structure of medicine, mental disorders, 
and the nature of the mind o 
The Oxford Classioal Dictionarx in its artiole on medicine gives as causes 
of diseases the disturbanoe in the balanoe of the humors, injudioious 
3 
modes of life, and exposures to climatic changes. We shall see in our 
subsequent treatment that these were partial causes, but not the only 
ones; that they were only abstracted causes fram a development of over 
six centuries of stud,y and speculation. 
In a paper entitled So Called Pr~itive Medicine and Religion, David 
Bidney suggests that in pre-soientific medicine, the medioine man treated 
his patient as a person, as a psychosomatio unit, although he overrated 
the mental aspects of the patient's condition, he continues, and had 
no clear appreciation of the natural cause-effect relationship in the 
therapy of organic diseases. His patient's maladies s~ed from psyohic 
and cultural4 origins, and were amenable to treatment by psyohological 
and cultural means. 5 
310c. cit. (Oxford, 1949), p. 550. 
40ur understanding of Bidney's term. "cuI iure" is "the sum total 
of sociological and psychological foroes stemming from a group of in-
teracting individuals." 
5Iago Galdston, editor, Man's Image in Medioine and Anthropology 
(New York. 1963), p. 154. 
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6 Primitive mnn ascribed disease to the gOds. While medicine was 
originally reli~ious7 (see Asclepius and Apollo), disease was attributed 
to the anger of some godoB 
. In relation to the soul, as early as the Sixth Century B. C" Burnett 
holds that Greece has been subjected to religious influence whioh had 
separa ted the soul fran the body and had set up rites for the soul's 
9 
purifioation and release. In the early stages of human thought, there 
was no sharp opposition within the religious ideology or praotice of 
an immaterial spirit soul to the physical body.IO 
Later, philosophy superseded religion, and the desire to find a 
uniformity in the multiplioity of phenomena led to guesswork and to 
11 
negleot of fact in the attempt to frame a oomprehensive theory. Never-
theless, begi~ing from a common basis of mythology, the Greeks developed 
a scientific view of nature. 12 
Howeve~, an examination of the ooncept of diseases as presented 
by the ancient writers shows that in early days science and philosophy 
were almost synonymous, insofar as science was intimately related to 
the philosophy of the times. Celsus expresses this thought: 
At first the s oionce of healing was held to be part of philosophy, 
so that treatment of disease and contemplation of the nature of 
things began through the same authori ties; olearly because healing 
&william S. Jones, translator, Hippocrates, Volume I (London. 1923) 
p. x. 
7John Heiberg, Mathematics and Physical Scienoe in Classical An-
tiqui~. (London, 1922), p. 178. 
8 
Lewis Hull, History and Philosophy of Soience (London, 1959), p. 53. 
9 Charles Morris, Six Theories of Mind (Chicago. 1932) p. 13. 
lOIbid., p. 2. 
llJones, p. xi. 
l2George Brett. PsyohologY. Anoient and Modern (Hew York. 1928), p. 10. 
was needed espeoially by those whose bodily strenyth had been 
weakened by restless thinking and night-watching. 3 
4 
Hence, Jones states that philosophers sevon~ years after Thales per-
ceived that their theme was related to man and his physical makeup.14 
Finally, as the last point in our oomprehensive overview of early 
ideas, Kirk and Raven suggest that the soientific study of medioine 
began in the Fifth Century B. C •• and tha. t analogies between the world 
and details of human struoture became much oonnnoner then. IS 
Our analysis, then, can be defined as an evolutionary study of 
both philosophical and scientific concepts in anoient times. Insofar 
as these two are so intimately related, and as a philosophical-soientifio 
dichotomy would not do in our case for coherenoe, we shall treat this 
question ina chronological order; not strictly, but insofar as phil-
oBophy and medicine developed together. 
13cel~s, De Medicina, Volume I (Cambridge, 1938) p. 7. 
14Jones, Philosophy and Medicine in Anoient Greece, po 1. 
15 G.S. Kirk and J.E. Raven, The Presocratio Philosophers (Cambridge, 
1957) p. 89. 
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Moving into the foundations of philosophical inquiry, we approaoh 
the ooncept of the nature of things from the Ionian School: !hales, 
Anaximander, and Anaximines. 
!hales, traditionally the earliest Greek physioist;~eld thnt water 
is the basis of all things. In developing this oonoept, Thales did 
not appeal to tradition, in the form of either religion or poetry; rather 
he appealed to experienoe and sense impressions.17 Nevertheless, he 
is indebted to mythology, upon which he based his ideas. It did not 
occur to him that the basio substrate of the universe oould be anything 
other than material.18 All things are varying fonns of this one primary 
element. 
As this is the first time any monistic ooncept appears, it might 
be interesting to delve into greater detail as to its origin. Aristotle 
suggests that Thales chose water because he saw the essential part 
played by it in nourishing life.19 However, Burnett and oertain other 
modern soholars believe that since Tnales was interested in olimate, 
his choice of water was governed by his study; that is, his observations 
20 
of the transformations of water from ioe to steam. These individuals 
suggest that Aristotle was mistaken, because biology had not been 
prominent in those days. Aristotle also suggests that Thales was 
influenced by mythology; ~. Oceanus and Tethys were the first parents 
of things.2l Of these views, however, the opinion of Aristotle oonoerning 
l~irk and Raven, p. 74. 
l7Albert Avey, He.ndbook in the History of Philosophy (New York, 
1961), pp. 10-11. 
18 Kathleen Freeman, The Pre-Socratic Philosophers (Oxford, 1946), 
p. 52. 
19 ill2., p. 52 
20 John Burnet, Early Greek Philosophy (London, 1892) I p. 44. 
2lFreeman. P. 53. 
biological reasons holds more weight, since biology was then being 
22 developed, as we see from Anaximander's works. 
As the substanoe of the body is water, death is its drying up; 
extrapolating, sickness is the incorrect balance of fluid. 23 As 
Heraoli tus Homericus says of Thales: 
For moist natural substance, since it is easily formed into 
each different thing, is accustomed to undergo very various 
changes.24 
6 
He appears to have oonceived of soul as a sort of kinetio principle, 
using as his example the lodestone which he said possessed soul because 
it moved iron. 25 
Anaximander, another Milesian, felt a difficul~ in having a sub-
strate that was constantly changing. 26 He observed the change of the 
four classical elements: earth, water, air, fire; into one another, but 
27 
did not think it fit to make any one of these the material substratum. 
Hence, he condluded that the underlying substance is unrestricted. 
This means that it is indeter.minate in reference to quali~, eternal, 
imperishable, and inexhaustible. 28 This primary substanoe he called 
the Unlimited, sinoe there must be a perpetua.l supply of rna terial tor 
fresh oreation.29 From this Unlimited are derived the two pairs of 
opposite qualities all mixed 'together: hot-oold, and wet-dry.30 
22 Freeman, p. 52. 
2~irk and Raven, p. 89. 
2~irk and Raven, p. 90. (Heraoli tus Homerious, Quaest. Hom. 22). 
25Ibid., p. 98. 
26 Freeman, p. 57. 
27Charles Kahn, Anaximander and the Origins of Greek Cosmology 
(New York, 1960), p. 163. 
28Avey, po 11. 
29Freeman, p. 66. 
30aobert'Adamsoll, The Development 
of Greek PhilosopljY (London, 1908) 
---~---------------
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Concerning change, Anaximander suggested a ~cle of generation: 
the separation of opposites from the Unlimited, and their return thereto. 31 
The return of opposites to the non-limited was not a means of rep1en-
ishing the supply, but a means whereby the antagonism could be re-
32 
adjusted; a neutral state in which the opposites cancelled each other. 
His was the first system in which the concept of opposed natural 
substances clearly appears. We shall see his influence later in 
Heraclitus, Par.menides, Empedocles, Anaxagoras, and Alcmaeon.33 
At this point also, Anaximander must be credited with a theory of 
evolution, somewhat unique in his time. The first living creaturs, 
according to him, were genera ted from the slime by the heat of the sun, 
surrounded by prickly barks. Man himself grew in fish or fish-like 
creatures, till he burst forth out onto the earth. This account is 
significant because it is the first known attempt to explain the origin 
of man as we.!l as of the world rationally.34 
Anaximines was the third member of the Milesian Sohool. He sug-
gested air as the basio form of the Universe, am held that water was 
not proved oonvincingly enough to be the basic real o 35 This air, then, 
was the universal foroe from which all natural phenomena could be 
derived.36 It is a specifio ultimate prinoiple; that is, one and 
3~irk and Raven, p. 107. 
3~reaman, p. 58. 
33 Kirk and Raven, p. 119. 
34Ibid., p. 142. 
35Avey , p. 12. 
36xahn, p. 147. 
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boundless. Anaximines's choice was dependent upon his observation of 
the funotion of air in support of animal life.37 
His substrate was non-limited in quality, but not in quantity. 
Hence, his definition of change was based on the condensation or rare-
faction of this substrate: a difference in densi~ produced the differ-
ence in materials. Hence, earth was well-condensed air, while fire was 
38 less oompaot and more rarefied ethero 
We find evidenoe of this in various writings; one whioh we can 
oi te is Theophrastus: 
Anaximines son of Eurystratus, of Miletus, a campanion of Anaxim-
ander, also says that the underlying nature is one and infinite 
like him, but not undefined as Anaximander said but definite, for 
he identifies it as air; and it differs in its substantial nature 
by rarity and density ••• he too makes mo~on eternal and says 
tha t change also oomes about through it. 3 
His concept of living oreatures was that they oonsisted of simple 
and homogeneous air or wind.40 We may possible understand that air is 
the cosmio equivalent of life-soul in man, and possesses the body by 
permeating the whole of it, and possibly even contrbls it.4l This soul 
which is air holds us together, just as breath and air encompass the 
42 
whole world. This latter idea of soul holding together the body has 
no other parallel in any pre-Socratio souroe.43 Kirk and Raven oonsider 
this mention of soul by Anaximander important, as it is the first pre-
Sooratio psychological sta.tsnent, though the aotual struoture of the 
37Adamson, p. 15. 
38Ibid., p. 21 
3~irk and Raven, p. 144 (Theophrastus .!E.. Simplioium~. 24, 26) 
40 ~.,' p. 158. 
4J"i . i I!'0rr s, p. 3." 
42 
~irk~~d.Ra~en. p. 160. 
43xirk and Raven, p. 161. 
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soul oonoeived as breath belonged to an age-old popular tradition.44 
45 Xenophanes, whose acme was ~. 640-537 B.C. oontinues the Ionian 
thought and holds that mortals are made of water and earth. Simplioius 
desoribes him as sayingr "for we all came forth from earth and water."46 
In about 504 B.C., we find Heraolitus,47 who held that ohangeableness 
was the only permanent feature of the cosmos.48 All thing s are in flux 
and tili s change is the reall ty forming the very 8 truo1l.1re of things. 49 
" ••• For Bouls it is death to beoome water.n50 
The essential nature of the Universe lay in being both the same 
as itself and different from itself. This then is the theory of the 
identi~ of oPPosites.5l We see here a further developmeht of the theories 
of Anarlmander. 
Heraolitus thought only in teras of sense perception. Therefore, 
to S olve hi~ problems, he could utilize only the peroeptible substanoes, 
qualities, and ohanges in the world, Therefore, the world-stuff did 
not underlie phenomena, or exist at a more fundamental level, but 
rather existed on the same level. His ohoice, therefore, 
4~irk and Raven, p. 161. 
45rbid., p. 164. 
46Ibid., p. 176. 
47Ibid., p. 182. 
48 
'Avey, p. 13. 
49Adamson. p. 44. 
50 Kirk and Raven, p. 205. (Fr. 36. Clement Strom. VI, 17. 2). 
5~redriak: Copleston, A History of Philosop& (Maryland, 1960), 
Vol. 1, pp. 39-46 pass~. 
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of a substrate was fire, since this is the only substance tha.t can be 
seen undergoing transformation. Things come out of fire, and are des-
troyed baok into it. 52 It was the basio,irreduoible material element 
o 11 tho 53 ln a lngs. Teuohmuller argues that Heraclitus chose fire instead 
of water because he perceived fire as the purest and the noblest sub-
stance, leaving natural residence in the upper sky, where there is no 
moisture. 54 Fire, than, gives rise to water, whioh in turn generates 
earth, lfhenoe water again comes forth. 55 This change, and all ohange, 
is attributed to the kindling or the extinguishing of fire in varying 
degrees; and since everything is an identity of opposites, change is 
56 
always taking plaoe o 
His emphasis, then, was on the flux of sensations. 57 
Things taken together are whole and not whole, something which 
is being brought together and brought apart, which is in time 
and out of time; out58f all things there oames a unity and out 
of 1mi ty, all things. 
Waking~ sleeping, and death are related to the degree of fireness 
in the soul; the soul is partly out off from the world-fire when asleep 
and so decreases in activity. 
Heraclitus further.more developed the assumption, probably tmplioit 
in Anaxagoras, that men and the outside world are made of the ~e 
59 
material and behave aocording to s~ilar rules. He suggested a Reason, 
52Freeman, p. 109. 
53philip Wheelwright, Heraolitus (Prinoeton, 1969), p. 40. 
54 
.!!?!i., p. 39. 
55 Freeman, po 110. 
56wbeelwright, p. 42. 
57 Jones, PhilosophY and Medioine in Anoient Greeoe, p. 44. 
5~irk and Raven, p. 191. (Fr. 10· LAristotleJ 2! mundol 6, S96 b 20). 
5\irk and Raven, p. 161. 
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a Logos, which guides human behavior as well as the changes in the ou'b-
60 
side world. 
About this time there arose a school of thought more or les8 oen-
tared around oonoepts of numbers. the Pythagoreans, As a whole. they 
generally believed that the first elements were numbers.5l The Monad. 
the original number, was the principle of oneness, limitJ it was a dot 
or point that oould be imposed on empty space. 52 From this Monad, and 
from numbers" all things were derived. 53 In general. the Pythagoreans 
believed oreation to be a universe of perceptibles arising fram the 
64 
Monad. They held a dualistio theme of Limi t and Unlimi t; that there 
are two pr1noiplesJ 55 that contraries are the prinoiples of things.56 
While they believed in an immortal soul, they held that it too was an 
attunement of opposites. 
Another theory has been handed dawn to us about the Boul ••• They 
say ~t it is a kind of attunement, for attunanent is a blending 
and composing of opposites, and the body is oonstituted of oppe-
si tes.57 . 
While the Pythagoreans more or less agreed on oertain general 
oonoepts, individual thinkers of this sohool held quite various views. 
6<lforris, p. 3. 
6lAdamson, p. 21. 
82Freeman" p. 246. 
63william Guthrie. The History of Greek Philosop!v (Cambridge, 1952), 
p. 239. 
6"Fr e eman. p. 250 • 
65 
K irk and Raven, n. 240 (Aristotle: Metaphys. AS 986b 2). 
66Copleston, p. 34. 
67Kirk and Raven, p. 261 (Aristotle: !!!. Anima A4 40Th 27). 
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It will be necessary to touch on two of these writers, as their oon-
oepts have significant boaring on our study. 
Philolaus, who appears about 400 B.C., tried to inolude medical 
theory into his philosophical system. 68 While the bo~ is composed 
of the hot, he said, during life it inhales oold air so that it may 
be cooled by it.69 He held that disease was due to blood, bile, and 
phlegm. This theory is a slow development of Alomaeon' s theory of 
opposites, whioh we shall examine in detail shortly.70 
Parmenides (ca. 490 B. c. 1lasserted that anything that is, always 
was, since of necessi~ nothing can come fram nothing, and if it arose 
from being, then there is no real ooming to be. Hence Parmenides dis-
missed change and becoming as illusionso72 The prtmar.y causes are 
fire, lightness, darkness, rarity, heaviness, and densi~, all equal 
in function and extent; all particulars come into being from the admix-
ture of these causes.73 Being, says Parmenides, is both indivisible 
and homogeneou s • 
Nor is it divisible, since it is all alike, nor is there more here 
and le ss there, which would prevent it !'rom oleaving together; 
btit it is all full of what is. So it is all continuous, for 
what is clings closely to what is.7~ 
68Jones, Hippocrates. Vol. I, p. xii. 
69 Kirk and Raven, p. 312. 
70Jones, Hippocrates, Vol. I,·p·. xlix. 
7~irk and Raven, p. 264. 
72 Copleston, w. 49-62 passim. 
7~ree.man, p. 160. 
74xirk and Raven, p. 276 (Fr. 8, 1. 22, Simplioius~. 146, 23). 
-~ ------.-.-~----
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His theory of perception was that knowledge depends on the excess 
or hot or cold. 
Pannenides gave no clear dofini tion at all. but said only tha t 
there were two elements a.nd that knowlodge dep~nds on the exoess 
of one or the other. Thought varies according to whether the hot 
or the cold prevails, but thnt which is due to the hot is better 
and purer; not but what 'even that needs a certain balance; for, 
says he, "Aocording to the mixture that eaoh man has in' his 
wandering limbs, so thought is forthcoming to mankind; for that 
which thinks is the same thing; namely the substance of their 
limbs, in each and all men; for that of which there is more is 
thought." For he regards perception and thought as the same. 
b o too memory and forgetfulness arise fram these causes, on 
account of the mixture; but he never made clear whether, if they 
are equally mixed, there will be thought or not. or, if so, what 
its character will be. But that he regards perception as also 
due to the opposite as such he makes olear when he says that a 
corpse does not perceive light, heat, or sound owing to its 
deficien~ of fire. but that it does peroeive their opposites, 
cold, silence, and so on. And he adds tha"t in general everything 
tha t exists has some measure of knowledge. 75 
According to him, it is the same thilg that can be thought and that 
76 
can -be; this was the prototype of the absolute idealnesso We shall 
see that his theory of perception of like by like influenced his 
77 
suocessors. 
In the midst of all this philosophica.l speoulation concerning the 
nature of the universe appears Alcmaeon of Croton about 490 B.C. 78 
His emphasis on pairs of opposites in his physics shows his tendency 
toward the Pythagorean school,79 and we may infer that he was tm first 
or the most prominent medical wri ter known to Aristotle who also em 
75Kirk and Raven, p. 282. (Theophrastus ~ sensu I rf.). 
7~orris, ppo 3-4. 
77 Kirk and Raven, p. 283. 
78 ~., p. 232. 
71Jilliam Heidel, Hippocratic Medioine (New York, 1941), po 46. 
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phasized the pair of oPPosites.80 Termed the "Father of Greek Medioine" 
by the New Century Classical Handbook, he was the first to recognize 
the brain as the central organ of intelligence.81 While a physician 
and ohiefly interested in physiology, he also touched on other problems 
that were the realm of the natural philosopher.82 Diogenes Laertiu8 
says of him: 
For the most part his theories are medical, but sometimes he 
treats of natural philosophy too, maintaining the majori ty of 
human affairs are in pairs. He seems to have been the first to 
write an aocount of nature.83 
His theory of health was based on the physiological balance or 
harmony of the elements.84 While Heidel BaYs we can assume Alamaeon' s 
idea of the constituents of the body as definite substances possessing 
definite charaoterlstics,85 Alcmaeon suggests in addition an indefinite 
86 
number of opposites. His medical practice was based on the notion 
of equality or preponderance. 87 He explained health as the equal 
balance of these opposite powers, while siOkness as the preponderance 
88 
of one of these over the rest, the disturbance of the elementary 
opposites in the body: the hot and cold, the wet and dry, eto. This 
oharaoteristically Pythagorean dootrine had very oonsiderable influence 
89 
on the pathology of later timeso 
80 Heidel, p. 46. 
81."Alcmaeon," The New Century Classical Handbook (Nmr York, 1962), 
p. 12. 
82 Heidel, p. 42. 
8~irk and Raven, p. 232 (Diogenes Laertius VIII, 8S). 
84Heidel, p. 6. 
85 
Ibid., p. 47 
86 Jones, Hippocrates, 
87Heidel, p. 47. 
8~bid., po 6. 
Vol. I, p. xlvii. 
89 Heiberg, p. 107. 
(. 
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Aetius describes Alcmaeon's theory of health: 
Alomaeon maintains that the bond of health is the "equal balance 
of the powers: moist and dry, oold and hot, bitter and sweet, and 
the rest, while the "supremaoy" of one of them is the cause of 
disoase; for the suprema~ of either is destruotlve. Illness oames 
about direotly through exoess of heat or cold, indireotly through 
surf('it or defioiency of nourishm~nt, and its oenter is either 
the blood or the marrow or the brain. It sometimes arises in these 
oanters from external oauses, moi sture of some sort, or environment, 
or exhaustion or hardship or similar causes. Health on the other 
hand is t.b3 proportiona.te acbnixture of these quali ties."90 
Concerning the soul, Jones oonsiders Alamaeon the founder of em-
pirio psyohology.91 His most important generalization, perhaps, was 
that the brain was the center of the intelleot, a oonolusion probably 
deduced from his ana tomioal researohes. In this view, he was followed 
by Plato and Hippoorates later. He also reoognized certain duots by 
whioh sensation was oarried to the brain.9la His tradition may be &0-
oepted as indioating that some work was being done in -t-.re Pythagorean 
schools of tm Sixth Century B.C., which we can oonsider the real 
92 beginnings of a p~siology of the senses. 
Other modern authors support this idea. An experimentalist, ao-
cording to Heidel, he discovered the seat of intelligence and tre ohan-
93 
nels of oomnrunication. It is believed that he asserted that the brain 
is the organ of the mind. 94 
Based on his concept of the innumberable opposites, the soul in 
his theory is the attunement of the pJvsical opposites that compose 
the bo~.95 The essential oharacteristio of this soul was self-move-
96 
mente For him, the soul is inmortal, because it resembles things 
innnortal as being oontinually in motion. Hence, his views sefD. similar 
90Kirk and Raven, p. 234 (Aetius V, 30 1). 
91 9 I a... Jones, Hippocrates, p. xi. Ijrook, p. 6 
92 
George Brett, Psyohology, Anoient and Modern (New York, 1928). p. 14. 
93Heidel, p. 48. 94Brett, p. 14. 9~irk and Raven, p. 23. 
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to those of Thales, Diogenes of Appolonia, and Heraclitus. 97 
98 Considered the founder of the Sioilian School of medioine, Em-
99 pedocles, a phYsioian-philoso~'her, appoared around 450 B.C. InflueDced 
by Anaximander, Xenophanes, the Pythagoreans, Heraclitus, and Parmenides, 100 
his school of thought encompassed the physical elements or the masses 
f tt . th ld 101 o rna er oompos l.ng e war • 
Important because subsequent Atomist philosophy and views were 
logical developments of his own ideas, he tried to reconcile the 
Parmenidean denial of the passage of being into not-being and vioe-
102 
versa, with the evident fact of change. Nevertheless, he held the 
point that beooming and'passing away is actually not so, since nothing 
can come from nothing, nor can whatever is, ever be destroyed. This 
he stated explioit1y. But to reconoile observation and Parmenimean 
philosophy, he suggested four primary subs~oes, two pairs of opposites, 
. 103 
hot and oold, and dry and wet; or fran another viewpoint, fire and 
air, and earth and water. These -were unorea.ted.104 Nothing in this 
perishable world has any essential nature, nor has it any end in death. 
There is only mixing and separation; the former called beooming, the 
latter, death.105 
97 Heidel, p. 44. 
98Ibid., p. 49. 
99Kirk and Raven, p. 321. 
lOOIbid., p. 360. 
10L-
""""'Heidel, p. 49. 
102 Copleston, p. 72. 
103 Jones, Philosophy and Modi'cine in Ancient Greeoe, p. 10. 
l~ahn, p. 127. 
W5 ( ) Cyril Bailey, The Greek Atomists and Epiourus Oxford, 1928 • p. 30. 
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Internally, ~ elements are atomic in struoture. that is. they 
are composed of simple parts which can be, but never are, divided. 
The elements mix, not by running through each other, but by positioning 
themselves together like a metal alloy. lOB This is because Empedooles 
suggests the absence of void. There is only contact and no space. 
All these atoms or substances are permanent in na'b.lre, and undergo no 
qualitative change.107 Everything owes its existenoe to the formula 
of its constitution,108 and these things never cease fram continually 
shifting. 109 
For it is not our blood, he says, nor the blending of our breath 
that produced the essential principle of soul; rather, from these 
ingredients the body is moulded, which is earth born and mortal. 
Since the soul has come hither from elsewhere, he euphemistically 
calls birth a sojourn abroad -- the most comforting of all names; 
but in truth the soul is a fugi tiI70and a wanderer, banished by 
the decrees and laws of the gods. 
Matter is always a combination of these atoms, since change is due 
to two oppo~ing forces, always in conflict: Love and Hate. lll Henoe, 
existence is possible only in those intermediate stages, when Love and 
Hate are in combination. 112 Empedooles's rule, then was one of strife.113 
Aooording to Brett. however, his prinoipal emphasis was on breathing 
and oiroula tion of the blood. While air and blood are oonsidered the 
114 bearers of all fUnotions, blood is the seat of oonsciousness asswmed 
to oontain love and strife wi th the four faotors. The bloodstream is 
l06Freeman, p. 182. 
107 Adamson, p. 58. 
10~irk and Raven, p. 358. 
109Ibid ., p. 324 (Fr. 17, 1. B. Simplioius Phys. 158,6). 
l10Ibid., p. 359 (Plutarch ~ exilio 17, 607 D) • 
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the physiological agent in thinking, while the soul is an attunement 
or proportion of the mixture. lIS The four elements in opposites 
oontro11ed medical thought for two mi11enia. II6 
117 
Anaxagoras (480-428 B.C.) smres wi th Pannenides a fundamental 
d 1 · 118 ua l.8m. ~he eImlents from which all substances are drawn are in-
finitely small particles, and are therefore imperceptible except in 
coagula tion. The smal1e st possible subdi vi sion of thi s rna. tter will 
119 yet be this substance. The characteristics of this matter are 
that it is infinitely divisible, infinitely qualitatively distinct, 
and infinitely mixed among the elements. These particles are infinite 
in number, indestructible, and unchanging. Qualitative distinctness 
is an ultimate facto 120 These elementary particles are alike, but not 
exactly alike, for eaoh contains a portion of everything, Moreover, 
all things are relatives wherever one qua1i~ is, the opposite is 
a1so. l2l The elements are so mixed up that no portion of the whole 
is ever just one or another base, but always a mixture. We see some-
thing because we notice only the dominant characteristics, the pre-
dominant substanoes.122 Perception. therefore, is by oPPosites.123 
Anaxagoras thinks that perception is by opposites, for like is 
not affeoted by like ••• A thing that is as warm or as cold as 
ll~irk and Raven, p. 357 
116 
"Empedocles", Oxford Classical. Dictionary (Oxford, 1949). 
117 
Kirk and Raven, p. 363. 
118 
11~reeman, po 265. 
12~ew Century Classical Handbook, p. 96. 
12lFreeman. p. 266 
122 Adamson, p. 50. 
123x:irk and Raven. D. 394. 
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we are does not either warm us or cool us by its approach, nor 
can we recognize sweetness or bitterness by their like; rather 
we know cold by warm, fresh by salt, and sweet by bitter in pro-
portion to our deficiency in each. For everything, he says, is 
in us already ••• Every perception is accompanied by pain, a con-
sequence that would seem to follow from his hypothesisJ for 
everything unlike produces pain by its contact; and the presence 
of this pain becomes clear either from too long a duration or fram 
an excess of sensation. 
Anaxagoras was preoocupied wi th physiological. problems. His 
theories were due chiefly to his attempt to explain the phenomena of 
124 
nutrition and growth of organic being. According to his theories 
life originated in the moist. Hence, in this, he follows Anaximander. 
The mind dispersed evenly throughout the mixture, and then began to 
localize so that there are only same things which possess mind. 125 
These particles, when mixed or blended, neither are manifest, nor 
cause pain, but when one of them has been isolated and set apart by 
itself, it both is manifest and causes a man pain.126 However, the 
mind is sep~rate and unmixed. It can move other things.127 
All other things have a portion of everything, but Mind is infinite 
and self-ruled, and is mixed with nothing but is all alone by it-
self. For if it was not by itself, but was mixed with anything 
else, it would have a share of all things if it were mixed with 
any; for in everything there is a portion of everything, as I 
said earlier; and the things that were mingled with it would hin-
der it so that it could control nothing in the same way as it does 
now by being alone by itself. For it is the finest of all things 
and the purest, it has all knowledge abou t everything and the great-
est power; and mind controls all things, both the greater and the 
12~eidel, p. 4~. 
125 Kirk and Raven, p. 393. 
126Jones. PhilosophY and Medicine in Ancient Greece, p. 44. 
127 
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smaller, that have life. Mind oontrolled also the whole rotation 
80 that it began to rotate in the beginning. And it bep;an to 
rotate first from a small area,but it now rotates over a wider, 
and wi 11 rotate over a wider area still. And the things that are 
mingled and separated ar:d divided off, 811 are known by Mind. 
And all things that wero to bo, all things that were but are not now, 
all things that are now or tha t shall be, Mind arranged them all, 
includ:ing thi.s rotation in which are now rotating the stars, the 
sun, and moon, the air and the aether that are being separated orr. 
And this rotation caused the separating off. And the dense is 
sepnra ted off from the rare, the hot from the cold, the bright 
from the dark, and the dry from the moi st. But there are many 
portions of many things, and nothing is alto~ether separated off 
nor divided one fram the other except Mind. Mind is all alike, 
both the greater and the smaller quantities of it, while nothir.g 
else is like anything else, hut eaoh single body is and was 
most plainly those thines of whioh it contains most.128 
In this he is or historical importance, because of his influenoe 
on Plato.129 He played a derini tely psychotherapeutio role, aooording 
to Brock, and was described by Plutarch as having stabilized the IIliDi 
or Pericles. 
he taught him to apply Reason to Na tureJ and, freeing himself rran 
a terri~ing ~glarid superstition, gave h~ a religion of peace 
and good hope. 
For him, then, mind was the ruler whioh brings order out of ohaos, 
and man was a universe in miniature.13la 
As Anaxagoras suggests no void,132 change, which is proximately 
due to movement, must only be rotation. Change is separation and com-
bination; like partioles join and unlike separate. Change, therefore, 
is qualitative, in whioh unlikes influence one another. There is a 
trace or the principle of attraotion among similars, but more important 
is that of dirrerence.133 
l28Kirk and Raven, p. 372 (Fr. 12, Simplioius~. 164, 24 and 156, 13). 
l2~orris, p. 4. l30Jones. Philosophy and Medicine in Anoient Greece, p. 14. 
l3lArthur Brook, editor, Greek Medio~.ne (London, 1929), p. 7. 
l3laJones, Philo82Pbl and Medioine in Anoient Greeoe, p. 14. 
l32Freeman, p. 266 l33Adamson, pp. 41-63 pass~. 
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Leucippus, whose writings become significant about 440-435 B.C.,l34 
is considered the originator of the atomio theo~.135 As this theo~ 
will play an important role in future medical concepts, it might be 
well to treat it in some detail here. 
Leucippus h.old that all things are basically reduoible to atoms: 
homogenous substanoes, indivisible, and permanent. These atoms exist 
in the form of discrete particles136 which though physically indivisible 
because they contain no empty space are nevertheless mathematically 
divisible, since th~ have magnitudeo 137 These atoms differ in shape 
and in posi tion and arrangement re1a ti ve to one another. When they 
oollide, they form a moving entanglement, matter as we see it. 138 
He also suggests two ultimate kinds of existence: full and emp~.139 
These are equivalent to being and Non-Being. Being is not one, but 
oonsists of an infinite number of bodies, of infinite shapes, and in 
oonstant mot;ion. These, which can be divided, are the atans. They 
move about in the infinite void at random in all directions. Not-
Being, in oontrast, is that in which there is nothing. 140 
Sinoe the atoms are in constant motion, there is constant oollision 
and agglutination of the individual partioles. This is change, creation 
and growth. As the atoms join and separate, there is oonstant ooming 
l~irk and Raven, p. 403. 
13~reeman, p. 286. 
136 Bailey, p. 77. 
137 Burnett, p. 356. 
138 Freeman, p. 287. 
139Burnett, po 357. 
140 Freeman, p. 286. 
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into being as well as passing away.14l 
The transition from Leucippus to Democritus (440-430 B.C.)142 is 
marked by a more systematio. more definite, and more elaborated atomic 
143 theory. Acoordingly, much of the fundamental theses of Democritus 
resembles those of Leuoippus, but with slight modifications or emendations. 
Aooording to Demoori tus, a toms were the basis of all sub stance. 
They were invisible bodies, imperceptible, infinite in number, devoid 
of qualitative differenoes, and differing in figure, magnitude, arrange-
ment, and posttion.144 He abandons the idea that smallness is therefore 
indestruotibility. The sizes of his atoms may vary. Hence, his atoms 
persist in an infinite variety.145 There is a differenoe of denBi~ 
in matter, but this is confined to oomposite bodies. 146 Atoms are 
substance, fullness, being; space is emptiness, and unbounded. 147 
No atom can come from another, for they are the result of a division 
at its ulti~te point.148 
As far as ohange is ooncerned, atoms are in constant motion, due 
to collision and rotary or vortex motion. 149 As in Leucippusts theo~, 
atoms cleave together due to the varie~ of their shap6s. Eaoh suoh 
conglomeration 1s different because of the differenoes in the atoms 
141 Freeman, p. 28~. 
142Kirk and Raven, p. 403. 
143 
Bailey, p. 117. 
144 
Adamson, p. 610 
145 Bailey. p. 125. 
146 Adamson, p. 61. 
147Freeman, p. 299. 
148 ~., p. 300. 
149Adamson, p. 63. 
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composing them. Such a con~lomeration remains stable until it collides 
wi th another atom or conglomeration and scatters. Thus is caused change, 
caming into being, and passin~ away. Atoms do not change, but merely 
collide, combine, mingle, and separate. Change of substanoo. then, 
in short, is change of place 'of atoms. I50 
Diogenes of Apollonia, who flourished about 440-430 B. C .,151 
suggested air as the basic substrate. Intelligence and life are due 
to air, which takes different forms according to its differences in 
heat, motion, etc.152 
Theophrastus describes his conoept of pain: 
Pleasure and pain come about in this way: whenever air mixes in 
quantity with the blood and lightens it, being in accordance with 
nature, and penetrates throu~h the Whole body, pleasure is produced; 
but whenever the air is presont contrary to na."ture and does not 
mix, then the blood coagulates and becomes weaker and thicker, and 
pain is produced. Similarly confidence and health and tileir op-
posites.153 
He is also described by the same author as attributing thinking 
and the senses as also life to air. 
ThOUGht, as has been said, is caused by pure air and dry air; for 
a moist emanation inhibits tho intelligence; for this reason 
thought is diminished in sleep, drunkenness and surfei t. That 
moisture removes intelligence is indicated by the fact that other 
living creatures are inferior in intellect, for they breathe the 
air from the earth and take 1x> themselves moister sustenance ••• 154 
We shall see how this theory is taken up by later writers and developed 
into an entire system of medicine. 
150Freeman, p. 301 
151 J{irk and Raven, p. 4270 
152Ibid., p. 434. 
l53Ibid ., p. 441 (Theophrastus de sensu 43). 
164Ibid., p. 441 (Theophrastus ~ sensu 44). 
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He continues in De FIB. tihus 
Accord:i.nr:ly, I consider t.hf\ t th~ hrain has the most pow~r in man. 
For if it is in sound condition, it is our interpreter of tho 
thin~s tha.t oome into being throur;h air, and air provides intel-
lir,ence. The eyes and ears and tongue and hands and feet do what-
soover the brain determines; for there is an element of intellir,ence 
in the whole body, accordin,~ as each part partaken of air, hut it 
is tho brain that is the m~;,senger to the understanding. For 
whenover man draws breath into himself', it arrives first at tho 
brain, and thus the air spreads into tho rest if the body after 
leaving behind its ohoicest part in the brain, and whatever of it 
is intelligent and possesses judgemont.15S 
With this treatment of Dio~enes of Apollonia, we reach tho end of 
the Fifth Century B.C. In retror.pect, aocording to Jones, Greek 
medicine at this time was characterized by three aspects: First, the 
religious elament had generally heen discarded. Second, the philosophical 
alp-ment made free use of unverified postulates in discussing causes and 
treatment of disorders; and third, a rational element arose, relying 
on observation and experience. Disease and heath depended on environ-
ment, and on the oonstituents of the human frame. 156 Brock hold that 
the main errors of the pre-Hippocratic thinkers were that they separated 
man .£rom na-ture, and failed to see objective and subjective as two 
aspects of reali~.157 The notable exoeption, however, was Par.menides, 
who was aware of the possibili~ of differenoes between the subjeotive 
sense impressions, and the aotual objectivf) cendi tiona of the physical 
world. In this he is the forerunner of PIa tonic thought. 
155 
Kirk and Raven, p. 442. 
156 Jones, Hippocrates, Vol. I, p. i. 
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Hippocra tes (Os.. 460-377 B. C.) reprosents the modi~..al thoori.As 
and practices of tho time. lS8 ~nile it is genorally a~roed thnt an 
indi vidual by this name lived and wrote, there seoms to be considerable 
dis~lssion as to the authorship of the different works in the Hippocratio 
Corpus. Nevertheless, this is not of ~roat ooncern to us here, as we 
aro interested in the medical theories, and not the individuals. Henoe, 
when we speak of Hippocra tes, we can just as well speak of fu~ Hippocratic 
school of thought. 
Hippocrates can stand for a period in thA development of medioal 
theory and pra.otice in whioh he bore a leading part between l!lnpedocles 
and Aristotle. l59 Vie shall see i.n our subsequent treaiment hovr he based 
his theories on earlier philosophies and how nruoh he influenoed later 
thought. 
To Hippocrates, as well as to Galen, as we shall see. there were 
'bYo terms in. the equation of life: the Physis or Organism, and tho 
E · t 160 nVlromnen • His principles and those of the Hippocratio school 
ca.n be summarized as follows: He discarded the philosophical approaoh 
and also ancient customs and beliefs. Ce1sus calls Hippocrates the 
first to separate medicine from philosophy. lSI He held that each effeot 
must have a cause, and this effect is the result of an ascertainable 
158 Heidel, p. 6. 
l59Ibid •• p. 4. 
160Brodc , p. 4. 
16l"Medioine." Oxford Classical Dictionary. 
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162 
cause. For him, thon, obnervation was & .. e keynote. According to 
Galen, Hippocrates was concerned with naturnl etiology and natural 
prognosis.163 Moreover, Plato in his Phaedrus describes Hippocrates 
as holding that one cannot know the nature of the body wi thout knowing 
the universal nature.164 
From certain passages in the Phaedo, says Joms, we can acsmne 
that Hippocrates was a physician who took tho l-u-ge view, that medicine 
is to be regarded as a special application of general Boience; that 
medioine is the scienoe of the human body as part of the universe; and 
that body is Subject to the laws of the universe and is composed 
1 th 1 1 165 of e aments oommon to e body itself and the wor d at arge. 
While a great number of writers exercised influence on the Hippo-
cratic school, Diogenes of Apollonia was one of the more influential 
in suggesting air to be the controlling agent in the body as in the 
166 
world. Yfe have seen this in the passage from ~ Flatibus, which 
we have quoted on page 24. 167 
162 
'A voy, p. 567. 
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On the other hand, however, the Hippooratio school rejected the 
theory that man consists of one element,. as well as the theory that 
168 
one humor caused all disorders. While the theo~ or health, similar 
to Alamaeon, was ot humors in correot proportion,IS9, we find a differenoe 
of opinion within the Hippocratio Corpus itself.170 In Disease, there 
are four humors: blood, bile, phlegm, and wate~ humor; in AffectionsI, 
disease is attributed to the aotion of the four opposites or bile and 
phlegm}17l and Ancient Medicine suggests an infinite number ot humors.172 
Whatever the case, we see here tJte four elements of Empedooles: earth, 
air, fire, and water, as the constituents of the boqy, but associated 
wi th four humors: black bile, yellow bile, blood, and phlegm.173 And 
again, while no stress is laid on strife,l74 we find another opinion 
that all disease is caused by air.175 
The Hippocratics treated the body as a whole, taking into account 
also the mental oondition of the patient. 17S As the physician oould 
not pri'?Vent the original misbehavior of the humors, it was his business 
to watch the course of the disease, notice how nature was trying to 
correct it, and assist nature. 177 That is to say, while nature is 
168Heidel, p. 54 
169Brock , p. 9. 
l70Jones, Hippocrates, p. xi. 
17lJones, PhilosophY and Medioine in Anoient Greeoe, p. 47. 
172Jones, Hippocrates, p. xii. 
173 () George Sarton, Galen ot Pergamon Kansas, 1954 , p. 52. 
l74Jones, Philosop9Y and Medioine in Anoient Greeoe, p. 16. 
175 Jones, Hippocrates, p. xi. 
176 Heidel, p. 54. 
177Lewis Hull, History and PhilosophY of Soience (London, 1969), p. 64. 
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the healer of disease, disease must be treated by oorrecting any dis-
178 harmony of the humors. His therapeutios seems to have been mainly 
dietetic.179 
While there are a great number of works in the Hippooratic Corpus, 
there are a few whioh are of inunediate significance to us, and which 
are qui to pertinent to the discussion at hand. 
In the Nature of Man, we see the Empedoclean influence in the four 
humors suggested as part of body. These four humors are not the tour 
elements of Empedooles, however, but are analogous and perform analogous 
180 
functions. Health is the harmony of these humors in correct proportion. 
The writer of Ancient Medicine suggests that hot, cold, dry, and 
moist are not substanoes, but rather powers of secondary importance. 
The body has oertain essential }IJ PO( which have properties or powers 
wi th greater in1?luence on health than tempera iure. l'be number ot' these 
181 ~v P(}l. ar~ indefinite. 
He holds that same theory of heal th as AlomaeonJ the harmonious 
182 blend or equal balance of an indefinite number of stmple opposites. 
Disease results from a disturbance of these, and can be oorrected onl)" 
by careful attention to the diet and regtmon. 183 
Jones suggests that the author of Anoient Medicine was cambatting 
178 
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all thinkers who paid too much attention to the effect of four trad-
itional opposites on boqy health. 184 
Only a few anoients attribute Humors to Hippocrates htmself. More 
probably it was written by one of the Hippocratic School. This doctrine 
probably had origin in the superficial deduotions fram obvious faots 
of physiology, but it was strongly oolored by philosophical speculati on 
espeoially by the dootrine of opposites. 
At this point it would be of interest to outline the development 
of the theory of humors to this period. Early speculators notioed a 
number of conoepts whioh oontributed to their formulation of the theor.y. 
The animal boqy requires air, fluid, and solid food; too great heat or 
cold are fatal to life and many diseases incorporate fever; fluid is 
a necessary factor in digestion, and blood is connected wi th life and 
health. These observations were reinforced by the speculations of 
philosophers.. Anaximander taught that oreation was made up of opposi tea. 
Later thinkers, based on this teaching, concluded that these were tour 
in number: hot, cold, moist, and~. Alcmaeon, however, suggested an 
indefini te mmiber of opposites. These were not itJPOl , but only JUVrJ./A Ij 
When fluid substances replaced this Jf)yrJ,jA~ humoral pathology became 
substantially developed. Henoe, we have the Hippocratic doctrine of 
humors as described aboye: blood, yellOW bile, black bile, and phlegm. 
This theory will yet be futther developed by later wri ters. 186 
Within the Hippocratio Corpus we find a work entitled Sacred 
Diseases, a treatise on epilepsy or fits.186 However, While this work 
184 
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is supposed to treat of this, other seizures, including some forms o~ 
insanity must not be exoluded. We conolude this because while epilepsy 
conforms to a regular pattern, the author gives elaborate olassifications 
in Chapter IV, whioh might ~ll be considered forms of insanit,y.187 
In Book V, he maintains that this disease is no more divine than 
any oth~r, and is of the same nature as other diseases; moreover the 
cause is the same as that whioh gives rise to individual disea~es.188 
The cause of this was the stoppage of life-giving air in the veins by 
a flux of phlegm from the head into them. This funotion assigned to 
189 
air is important because it shows the influence of Diogenes of Appolonia. 
The patient may become speeohless and ohoke, foam, gnash his 
teeth, twist his hands, or roll his eyes and lose his intelligenoe.190 
This disease is born and grows from tlre things tha t come to the 
body and leave it, nRmelyair in the form of the winds. However, this 
is no more troublesome to understand and oure than other diseases, for 
. 
it is no more divine than others. 191 He maintains that it is not due 
to possession by a god, but to a natural oause.192 This is a fine 
example of the charaoteristio of the Hippooratio Sohool to separate 
religion from cause-effect observational judgement, and the aooeptance 
of the latter with rejection of the fonner. 
187Jones , Hippoorates, Volume II, p. 131. 
188 (Saored Di sease, Book V) • ~., p. 140. 
l89Ibid • , p. 142. (Saored Disease, Book VI) • 
190Ibid• , p. 144. (Sacred Disease, Book .x). 
191Ibid • , p. 150, (Sacred Disease, Book XVI). 
192Ibid ., p. 134. 
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Book XVII is oonoerned with psyohology and insanity. Reoognizing 
the brain 8,S the source of all our feelings, madness oomes from the 
moistnoss of this organ, the Hippoora tio s say. Corruption of the brain 
can be oonsidered in two oases, as it beoomes abnormally hot or dry, 
through bile, or oold and wet, through phlegm. Madness through phlegm 
is due to the oooling of the brain, which results in its contraotioa. 
This leads to loss of memory; the patient is oharaoterized by lethargy, 
and is quiet and does not make a disturbance. On the other hand, madness 
through bile results in a noisy evil-doer. The patient's brain is 
heated by bile running upward from the rest of the body. He is 
oharacterised by shouting and crying. 
As therapeutios, the writer teaohes that one must asoertain the 
causes, and then apply the opposite power to wear it down. 193 
Elaborate and inolusive though this system may be, other writers 
built on it to form more oomplex struotures of' medical theory. 
While earlier Greeks held that by like we know like, Plato (oa. 400 B.C.) 
worked on a stimulus-response basis.194 His writings concerned the 
196 196 . treatment of the whole. A speculator, hl.S theory of emotions 
concerned irrational drives made potent by the depth of their foundations 
197 in the most primi ti ve or vegeta. ti ve part of the psyohophysical organism. 
While he tried to prove against the physioal materialism of his day 
that the soul was independent rsality, he reoognized tile importance 
ot the body as instrument, that the soul aots with and through the bo~.198 
194Jones, PhilosophY and Medicine in Ancient Greece, p. 40. 
195Ibid., p. 17. 
193 Jones, Hippoorates, Volume II, p. 154. (Sacred Disease, Book XVII). 
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We see the Orphio opposition between the soul and tho body in 
Plato's Phaodoz where the body is the prison house of the soul, whioh 
because of incarnation, can view existence through the bars of the prison 
199 
and not in its own natura. Yet thought is best when the mind i 8 
gathered into heraelf, when she has as little to do wi th the body as 
possible. 200 His psyohology, says Brock, is notab1e.201 Emotions were 
used for the rull development of human oharaoter.202 
The Timaeus is another work in whi ch PIa to touohes on man, peroep-
tions, the irrational part of man's soul, bo~, diseases, and health.203 
Aocording to him, there are two souls: the ~ortal. created by the 
Demiurge, and the mortal, inoluding peroeption, which was added by the 
oreated deities at the moment of union with the bOdy.204 
As far as medioine is ooncerned, most of his medical allusions 
are in figurative and mystic language. 205 While in the Ttmaeus he 
copies the doctrines of the ampedoclean school: the four ohief opposites 
rna terialized: into fi re, earth, water, and air. tre oomponents of the 
body and disease, or at any rate some of the chief diseases, an exoess 
of one or the other. 206 ·Heidel states that everything he says about 
medioine aocords with what we find in the Hippooratic Corpus. 207 
Moreover. he suggests that Plato exhibits in the Phaedo that Hippocrates 
198 Jones, Philosophy and Medioine in Ancient Greeoe. p. 32. 
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MorriS, p. 13. 
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201 Brook, p. 13 
202Jones, Philosophy and Medicine in Anoient Greece, p. 34. 
203"Pla to," Oxford Classical Dictionary. 
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and reason are in aocord. 
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We find very little oonoerning mental diseases as such; however, 
we do see that Plato suggests two states, and insanity ia the prepon-
deranoe of one.209 
Brett oonsiders Aristotle at the end of the olassio Greek develop-
mente A. student of his predeces~;ors, he inoorporated in his work all 
that was valuable in earlier sohools of thought. 210 Like Plato, he 
depended on a st~lus-response basis2ll, but his naturalistio study 
of emotional life was never subordinated to ethical interests. 2l2 
Favoring psychological ampirioi~,213.he remarks the human oonstitution, 
whatever its oomposition, was ultimately the same as that of all things. 
Henoe, to know what man is, one must know the nature of the world. 214 
He refused to adopt any purely materialistic or meohanica1 theor.y by 
Tffiioh life and m'ind oould be reduoed to motion and atoms.215 
He states in De Respiratione: 
It is the provinoe of the physioian and also up to a oertain point 
of the natural philosopher to discuss the causes of heal th and 
diseases, but one must not overlook how they and their- subjeot 
matter differ. To be sure, what happens bears witness that their 
208Heldel, p. 12. 
209Jones, Philosophl and Medioine in Anoient Greeoe. p. Ill. 
2l0Ibid •• p. 40. 
211Ibid., p. 6. 
212Ibid., po 34. 
2l3Ibid ., po 150. 
214Heidel. p. 22. 
215 Jones, Philosophy and Medioine in Anoient Greeoe, p. 7. 
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fields are up to a point co-terminous; for all the better educated 
and inquiring physicians discuss the philosophy of nature and 
derive their principles fram it. The most gifted philosophers 216 
almost always in the end lead up to the prinoiples of medicine. 
Jones oomments that the formulae of Aristotle are the true starting 
points of scientifio psyOhology.2l7 
Aristotle again says: 
The study of the soul belongs to the provinoe of the natural 
philosopher. either the soul i~18ts entirety., or such part of 
it as has to do with the body. 
Although Aristotle has a tendenoy to oppose a substanoe view ot 
mind in an attempt to integrate mind and nature, the substance ap-
219 
proaoh oontinually creeps into his accountso 
The properties of the soul do not exist apart from the physioa1 
matter of living things, in which such qualities as oourage 
and fear are ~2BreBsed, and are not to be regarded as a line 
on a surface. 
He failed to break away from the Platonic influenoe, that mind 
221 is a substanoe yet he states that active reason has no bodily organ, 
222 
and alone survives death. The form, or "sou1~ of Aristotle, was 
"the first actuality of a natural body furnished with organso223 
Again, mind is the thing when thought. 224 but sense is perception 
of form .. thou t rna tter • 225 
217Jones, Philosophy and Medicine in Ancient Greeoe, p. 12. 
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He arranged and olassified the acts of the soul. Aocording 
to him, the aotive reason oreate~ an intelligible world in the sense 
of oonstructing its intelligibili~, while its real oontent is given 
in the materials of passive reason whioh are delivered from without. 227 
By eliminating "the religious nature of the soul, and eliminating 
the supernatural, only the natural remainso This is the method of 
Aristotleo228 
Yet, while Aristotle's treatise on the soul preoeded the work 
in the Alexandrian Sohool. whiOO disoovered nerves,229 his works may 
be considered the most mature theory of mental fUnotion prior to their 
disoovery.230 In faot, Brett says tm t in the two thousand years 
since Aristotle, the soienoe of the soul has approaohed the Aristotelian 
231 ideas fram the point of the then modern (1902) psyohologists. 
226Jones, PhilosophY and Medioine in Anoient Greeoe, p. 31. 
227 . Hammond, p. !xxix. 
228 Jones, Philosopgy and Medioine in Anoient Greeoe, p. 31. 
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About 300 B.C., the school of Alexandria grow into prominence. 
The two earliAst medical teachers there were Herophilus of Chalcedon 
and Erasistratus of Chios. While Herophilus might be regarded as the 
fatmder ofa.natomy, Erasistratus may be considered the founder or phys-
iology. 
Probably the first to disseot the htmmn body in publio, HorophiluB 
reoognized the brain as the contral organ of tho nervous system, and 
re~arded it as the seat of intelligenoe. He was the first to recognize 
the nn ture of the nerves, which ho connected wi th motion and sensation. 
However, HeroPhllus failed to separate them olearly from tondons 
and sinews. 
Erasistratus, essentially a rationalist, invoked the idea of Nature 
as a great artist, acting as-an external power, shaping the bo~ aocording 
to the ends to which it nrust 'act. His theory, based on atoms and the 
void, incluged nevertheless a oneumatimnio theory to make his physiology 
intelligible. Pneumatism is the belief that the phenomena of life are 
associ~ted with the existence of a vapor, pneuma, which permeates the 
organism and causes its movements. This pneuma is held to have some 
affinity with the air we breathe. 
He observed tm. t every organ was equipped with a triple system of 
vessels: vein, artery, and nerve. The air was taken in by the lungs, 
changed to a particular pneuma, the vi tal spiri t, which was transmi tted 
to the various parts of the body by arteries: from. there, to the brain. 
where it was ohanged into a seoond kind of pneuma, the animal spirit, 
whi ell was responsible for the messages to the various musculature 
225a conv~ed by the nerves. 
35b 
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~ Turning now to Rome, we can divido Roman medical historJ into two 
periods: before the introduction of' Greek modtoine. qnd thn history 
of Greek medio_ine at Rome. However, insofar as pre-Hell(~nio Roman 
medioine, known ohiefly from Cato and Pliny, fragments, laws, inscrip-
tions, and allusions in Latin authors,232 is insignificant, we shall 
b f'Gin wi. th the fir at Greek in Rome. 
It is generally believed that Asolep:i-ades (~. 124 B.C.)233 in-
troduoed Hellenic medioino to Rom~ in thA last oentury B.c. 234 His 
theo~ was solidist, against tho httmors or Hippoorates. 235 Based on 
the a.tomio theories of Demoori.tus and Epicurus,236 he taught that the 
body oonsistedot' atoms and interpassaf';ss.237 S:i.nce all funotions 
resultod from the movements of these atoms~238 disease was a dispropor-
tion between the atoms and the passa.ges, when the movements are ab-
239 
norma.l. 
While h~ mentions insani~ in his works, he suggests as therapy 
fast and slcep, together wi th massaging .. a.l though he warns that 
240 
excess massaging may produoe lethargy. 
232 John Sandys, A COJDPanion to Latin Studies (Cambridge, 1943). 
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241 Cornelius C elsus (~. 14-37 A.D.) held a moderate theory between 
empiricism and methodism. He ooncluded that theory and practioe were 
, M2 
equally indispensible. Historically, he though that soientific 
medicine was relatively late in developing, and owed muoh to philoso-
phers suoh as the Pythagorea.ns, £mpedoolos, and Demoori tus. Moreover, 
he felt that it was first regarded as a branoh of philosophy sinoe 
the cure of diseases and the investigation of nature were fathered by 
the same writers. 243 
In the Prooemium, he writes that the art of medioine desoends fram 
a consideration of the oammon oharaoteristio of a flux to a particular 
244 
oase. In this, he bases himself on such philosophies as Heraolitus. 
He feels that the art of medicine ought to be rational, but should 
draw instruction from evident causes, rejecting all obscure ones fram 
the practice of the art, though not fram the praotitioner's study.245 
In healing; it was neoessary to take note of both CODDnon and particu-
246 lar characteristics. Conoerning remedies, -the practitioner should 
seek every novel plan from evident causes; he should note what pro-
duoed the disease and should be oognizant of the man's tempe~ent.247 
This is a surprisingly modern viewpoint. 
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248 
Disease he attributes to humor and its movement, and the phlegm 
iG rendered thinner by salted and aorid and aoid materials. 249 Here 
he resembles again his predeoessors in attributing disease to phlegm, 
the humors, and their movement. 
Celsus devotes a~ost an entire book to insani~. Identi~ing it 
as the Greek "phrenesis," he lists symptoms suoh as deliriUD.. A 00 om-
panied by a serious fever. it is usually of short duration, though it 
is a serious matter. When the onslaught of the paroxysm is relieved, 
the mind recovers immediately. His therapy is the same as for fever: 
a cooling of the area affected. For another type, he recognizes co~ 
tinuOUB dementiao The patient suffers illusions and the mind loses 
control. 250 While in some types of meani ty some are sad, in others 
they are hilarious. Some patients are readily oontrollable and rave 
in words only, though others are rebellious and act Violently. Of these 
latter, sam~ do har.m only by impulse, while others p1nn their aotionso 
Celsus's therapy for the violent is to fetter them and not to trust 
than. While the anoients. believing that their praoti ce would help 
quiet the patient's spirit, suggested keeping h~ in darkness, and 
Asolepiades suggested keeping him in light as darkness itself was 
terrifying, Celsus maintains a therapy that would depend on the in-
dividua1. When there would make no differenoe, he keeps the strong 
patients in a light roam. and the weak patients in a dark one. 
248 
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As far as a delirious person is oonoerned, Celsus suggests restraining 
him till the delirium subsides. As Asolepiades, he also suggests 
promoting sleep by massage. 
Celsus also believed in bleeding, if the strength of the patient 
allowed. He instructed shaving the head and fomenting it wi th 
water and herbs. For same, the praotitioner should reli~ve their empty 
fears, an interesting psychoanalytical inSight. for others, he should 
restrain their violence by physical means. While hysterical patients 
should be restrained by threats, melanoholy ones should be exposed to 
musio and noise. The physioia.n was to agree with the patient rather 
251 
than oppose him, awaken his interest, and induce sleep. 
Celsus also desoribed another sort of insanity, of longer duration, 
whloh begins wi thout fever, but later exoi tes a slight fever. Consisting 
of a depression caused by blaok bile, its therapy inoluded abstinenoe 
and purgation, together wi th psyohologioa.1 therapy: kindness and reproof 
of depression as being wi thout cause. 
He desoribes even another kind of insani~: more prolonged, but 
not dangerous to lit'e, for the patient remains robust. This is of 
two types: 1) in whioh the patient is duped by phantoms, and 2) in which 
he beoomes foolish in spirit. 
In the first case, the patients are either depressed or hilarious. 
The latter syndrome is less serious. As therapy, he suggests a purge 
wi th black hellebore Bor the depressed, and white hellebore for the 
hilarious. 252 
25'-
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In the second case, in which the patient beoomes foolish in spirit 
and mind, he suggests torture. shave, fetter, or flog the patient. 
Tho purpose is to terrify suddenly and thoroughly frighten and agitate 
the spirit, so that some change may occur when the mind has been with-
drawn from its previous ata te. 
As a footnote, he describes delirium as a produot of fright, to 
be treated with a dietetio regimen. 252 
The last writer, and perhaps the most significant by far, who 
influenced medical views till the advent of modern day medioine, was 
Galen of Pergamum (129-199 A.D.) J an eolectic dogmatist as a philosopher 
and a physician. His doctrine of four humors was the basis of his 
JRthology.253 Based on Hippocratic theory and naturism (a first-hand 
empirical contact with nature) 254 his aim in medicine was to uni te 
conflicting sects and divergent streams of dootrine, and to f~e a 
synthesis Which should combine his own results with that of his predeces-
sors.
255 What he eventually did was bring logos or reason to bear on 
the essentially empirical ~ste.m taught by Hippoorates. 255a 
One of his theories was that of temperament, a restatanent of the 
theory of the humors in a different form. All were reduoed to four 
types of temperaments ( Ke~I.9) depending on which one predaninated 
fran the oo.mbination. Hence, there were only four kinds of healthy 
equilibria. whether hot, oold, dry, or moist. 256 This theory of humors 
was, by now, an old tradition. Empedooles was the first to expound 
it in his earth, air, water, and fire. Hippocrates la ter took it up 
wi th his dry, wet, oold, and hot. From him it developed into the theory 
252 Celsus, Book III, 21-22. 
253" Galen. " Oxford Classi~l Dictionarye 
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of htunors,of blood, phlegm, yellow bile, and black bileo This theory 
of the four humors, then, is the microcosmio form of the macrooomnio 
theory of the four elements or qualities. 257 
Galen borrowed from the Greek phtlo30phers the general idoa of 
henlth: a state of equilibrium of the four oardinal fluids; with disease 
258 
as their faulty admixture. He concludod that it was impossible tor 
any disorder to remain single, for of neoessity it joins so.mething other 
to itself; warmth consumes moisture, and produces dryness. Hence, 
disease was manifested in four types of compoUnd disorders. In addition. 
259 from any disorder, all parts of the body are equally affected o 
The pathological conditions of the body are of' two kindsz some are 
inevitable and intrinsio, having the elementary and primary parts ot 
the boqy; while others are unequally constituted, not inevitably arising 
from ourselves, but affeoting our body none the less.260 
Another division of disorders is that of similar or dissimilar 
conditions. The for.mer is worse, when we possess one humor to an 
extreme degree. The latter can be ei ther the most pathological, as 
the principal part of the body prevails in opposite constitutions, or 
261 
more moderate, when the subordinate parts are so disposed. As the 
substanoes of all animals are in perpetual flux, unless we replaoe what 
has flowed away disease will o o cur .262 Here again we see the influence 
of his predeoessors, in particular Heraolitus. 
267 Sarton. p. 52. 
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As all the organa beoome dryor, not only are their functions 
performed loss well. but the vitality becomes more fooble and 
restricted ••• there is a flux of' the entirA substance, arising 
from intrinsio war.mth. 263 
Thus, we may infer that in:Janity was ot' like nature as any other 
phy~ieal disease: an imbalance of humors. either too dry. too moist, 
too hot, or too cold. 
Conoerning the pneuma or spirit. Brett says that this doctrine 
264 
travelled from Fmpedooles to Galen in unbroken development. 
According to Galen, there are three degrees of refinement of th~ pnn.uma: 
na tural spiri ~s active in the purely vegeta ti va functions. animn 1 spiri ts 
located in the heart and regulating the boat of the heart and bodily 
tempera. ture. and a speoial psychic pneuma in the brain and norves. 
to which are assigned intellect and will. We shall notice that both 
nerves and pneuma are used, whereas before pneuma was a substitute for 
265 
nerves. 
. 
Galen tried to make a classification of bodily functions which 
would include psyohological types of behavior in the organism. Henoe, 
he seems to believe in something that aots like a mind and is wholly 
. 266 
unlque. 
Al though Galen and the Hippooratio school are similar in oertain 
r~speots. while the Hippooratic doctrine was observational and deductive, 
G~len was experimental and induoti ve. 267 His ooncept of therapeutio 
263Green, p. 7. 
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doctrine sprang from Hippocratio thour;ht and more specifically from 
the teaohing of th~ dogmatists,2G8 who made the principles or dogmata 
which Hippocrates had discovored the basis of their science and 
praotiroA. More speoifically. they were called Logicis ts or Ra tionali sts I 
who based their operation on these prinoiples by use of reason or logos 
rather than empirioal observation. 268a While Hippocratio medicine could 
be termed ronnoral and philosophical. Galen's can be termed anatomio. 268b 
Galen was an enoyolopaedist as well as an original writer. His 
works. filling a good twenty-two volumes (Kuhn edition, 1829). inolude 
resumes of otner writers as well as his own thoughts. 
While we have treated in considerable detail Galen's oonoept of 
the humors, two seleoti ons in parttoular from hi s work are of' interest 
to us because of thejr relation to mental health. 
Chapter XI in Book III conoerns Epi lepsy. Dofined as a symptom. 
or disease ~ffeoting the central nervous system, this does not seem 
to have direct rela. tioD to mental health. but on closer exam ina tion. 
we see the conneotion. Galen distinguished three Wes or -epilepsy." 
The first. oortical epilepsy. was attributed to localized irritation 
of part of the brain oortex. The second was sympathetio epilepsy. oaused 
by brain irritation by other parts of the body whioh ware primari~ 
affeoted. Symptoms of this malady were su~gested to be convulsive ef-
forts to repel this invasion. The third type. idiopathio. was attributed 
to the brain as the primary cause. The condition is due to dyscrasis 
of humors produc~d by too Druch cold. Allied to this a.re phreni tis a.nd 
other insanities. This is the section in which we are interested. 
Dyscrasia will be explained in the following section. 
268Harkins, p. 12. 
2688..... Jjrock, p. 13. 
268brelix Marti-Ibanez, Ariel (New York. 1962), p. 129. 
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Apoplexy we,s con~;idered a more lo('.alized condi ti on due to effusion of 
fluid into the ventricles of tho brain. 268b 
As an aside at this point, Galen's desoription of the brain and 
of the vascul~r ~8te.m is inferior to hin account of the bones and 
muscles. His aocount of the nervous system. other than the brain, 
occupies an intermediate position, but his aocount of the origin of 
2680 
the nerves from the brain has left its traces to present day anatomy. 
The second section whi ch we shall consider is Tha t the Mental FacUl-
ties Follow the Bodily Constitutions. This is essentiallytbe source 
of the genera! discussion above concerning the humors. To Galen. the 
soul is a n crasis" or harmony of th~ hody. He felt that mental powers 
are consequent upon the bodily temperaments, and are useful for those 
who wi. sh to ke ep their own mind s .. in order. Whi 1 e agree ing wi. th PIll. to 
that there are three kinds of soul (vegetal. animal, and rational), he 
states that.not every kind ot body is fitted to receive the rational 
soul. However, he can give no proof of this because he achnits he does 
not know what the substance of the soul is. if he regards it as belong-
ing to the class of incorporeals. 
He does not know why an excess of yellow bile in the brain causes 
delirium, or an excess of blade bile. melancholia. Yet, he holds that 
the physical temperament changes the .!'unction of the sou.l and may even 
dri va it out of the body. He 01 tes Plato and Aristotle, and the St6io 
writings to uphold his thesis. concluding that it agrees with clearly 
observed facts; that the mind is helped or harmed ~ the bodily crases. 
268b 
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This is an excellent example of Galen's naturism. his conclusions based 
on observable racts. 268d 
Galen was a. reactionary. in many ways, holding tha. t the subs tance 
of the world was continuous. He rejectod tho atomistic theories. and 
269 
W8.S an anti-evolutionist. Novcrtholess_ he is firmly based on the 
works of his predece ssors _ as we see in his doctrine of the humors. 
His physiology and pathology were speculative, while his therapy was 
empirical. 269a Yet ho is somewhB.t unique in his development of his 
awn theories. and presents views which have lasted till modern medicine 
began. He carl well be oonsidered the wri ter who influenced medical 
thought to the advent of modern medioine the most. 269b 
268dJ3rook 
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Wi th our trea trnent of Galen. we come to the end or our individual 
discussions. In summary, we see a definite development of the theory 
of diseases, and henoe of mental disorders, parellelling and enmeshed 
in philosophioal speculations. From the moist theo~ of the nature 
of the Universe we obtained Alamaeon's theor,y of disease, that of 
opposites. From the Pluralists and the Atomist sohool we obtained the 
Hippooratio thesesJ and based on all these do we find Asolepiades, 
Celsus and Galen. 
It is not surprising that at times these works do not agree on 
principles, for evolution implies development in new and different 
paths, and yet originating from one point and maintaining some sort 
of unifying struoture. From the opposites of Alcmaeon, to the humors 
of Hippocrates, to the atoms of Asclepiades, to the praotical aspeot 
of Celsus, to the temperaments of Galen, though they may differ, we 
see the pat~rn of development across the yearso 
What is more interesting is how thoroughly their theories of 
diseases. at least with regard to mental disorders, and at least in 
the final fom, were aocepted for millenia. 
It seems therefore that ancient medioal theories were a direot 
result ot discussion of concepts of the universe as ascertained by 
ancient philosophers, that medical views evolved on & parallel and in 
intima te rela tion with philosophical speculation. and that mental 
diseases and disorders were bound up in this ides. 
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